
                    Pre-Context I – THE SUN CYCLE Pt.I:      -     -     -    

THE LION IN WINTER: the 'introverted-(centroverted)' Sun
So goes the philosophical joke-conundrum: if a tree falls in a forest but there 

is no-one there to hear it, does it make a sound? Usually, the solution comes down to 
verbal definition: if you want to define atmospheric compression waves as “sound”, 
then, yes, the tree makes a sound...

The same goes for astrology: if the Earth had formed without the Sun, would 
there be any astrology? The answer, again, comes down to how words are defined: if 
life could evolve into its complex star-gazing form with minimal heat and light, then, 
yes, there would be some sidereal (constellation) astrology. This astrology would be a 
relatively simple affair... and, very likely, it would likely fail to catch the imagination 
of (this) Earth's mythologists. Equally uncaught would be its philosophers, especially 
those who who had recognized the importance and value of “paradoxes”... 

In Frank Darabont's “The Shawshank Redemption”, we are given an insight 
into the nature of paradox. “Andy” (Tim Robbins) wants to “get busy livin'” but his 
'insitutionalized' librarian colleague, “Brooks” (James Whitmore) “gets busy dyin'”. 
Meanwhile, Andy's friend, “Red” (Morgan Freeman), the 'philosopher' of the piece, 
sees the paradoxes inherent in the 'life-vs.-death' dyad. Red is nothing like the great 
paradoxists of history – e.g. ancient Greek, Zeno (e.g. “I am lying”); modern, Godel 
(“logical completeness is inconsistent”) – but he 'gets' the paradoxes that preocuppy 
the man in the street. If Red had been an astrologer, he wouldn't have flinched at the 
'life-vs.-death' paradoxes that are (yuk, yuk) 'buried' in tropical-Solar astrology, like 
so...

  
In these days of centrally-heated apartment blocks, the residents of the Arctic 

Circle no longer 'resonate' with Sun mythology as their ancestors once did. Perhaps 
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it is 'resonance enough' for them to turn on an electric light and read a picture book 
about their ancestors? For the great majority that reside between the Arctic and the 
tropic of Cancer, 'resonance' requires an imaginative connection between the low-in-
the-sky-cool-ish Sun and its disappearance. Christ's birth was placed 3 days beyond 
the winter solstice because the religious astrologers wanted to affirm the paradox of 
the Sun-hero i.e. the Sun physically 'rises'; Christ figuratively 'falls' from Capricorn 
to Aries. Meanwhile, anyone who lives below the Tropic of Cancer will be exposed to 
how the Sun's 'rise-fall' paradoxes reflect Christ's 'life-death' paradoxes... 

Indeed, these paradoxes have led Freudastrology to put aside its discussion of 
the “Sun sign” until other, less paradoxical astrological items had been given enough 
'air' e.g. when Saturn, Neptune or Mars transit ('f/Fall through') the signs of the left 
hemisphere (NB* we can't yet call these the “winter-spring signs”), events do tend to 
'resonate' with mythology in that simple Eden-Adam-Eve-Cain-Abel-ish (“malefic”) 
way. The trouble with all this, however, is that most of us come to the zodiac through 
the complex & paradoxical “Sun sign” (e.g. FA's editor was introduced to the zodiac 
through the best-seller, “Linda Goodman's Sun Signs”)...

Even if 99.9% of the literate world reject Freudastrology (perhaps “97.9% of 
astrologers reject Freudastrology?), it is fair to say that 99.9% of the world's literate 
individuals know what their (respective) Sun sign(s) is(are). It is in this sense that we 
have to admit that we are 3 volumes too late... anyone who comes to Freudastrology 
with no knowledge of the >2,000yr history of (7+) planets in (12) houses (horoscopy) 
won't understand why we have waited so long to discuss the one thing that everyone 
knows about astrology! Answer: to 'shine' out of a horoscope, the Sun needs to 'rise' 
out of (i) an overall psychological development & (ii) comfort with “paradoxes”. 

* * * * * 
Most discussions of Sun signs begin at Sun in Aries (i.e. an expression of what 

we dub the “5-1 interaction”). Freudastrology, however, being no less interested than 
Freud in the “mono-myth”, commences at Sun-in-Sagittarius (the “5-9 interaction”). 
In other words, the '9 (mono-myth) philosopher', risking an “identification” with the 
Holy Ghost//Spirit, occupies the upper reaches of '9' and, from there, looks ahead (& 
behind; scroll back up to the prior zodiac-mandala)...

The first paradox encountered as we shift from sidereal to tropical astrology 
is the (diametric) 'geocentric-vs.-heliocentric' dyad i.e. any lifeform that is resilient 
enough to reside on the Sun would be able to see its own “Earth sign”. For example, 
if a ('9-5') Sun in Sagittarius individual was to 'visit' the Sun, s/he would see his/her 
own “Earth” Gemini-ness... and from there, s/he would see Christ's “Earthly” Birth 
occuring 3 days into Cancer. 3 months later, at the beginning of tropical autumn (i.e. 
the Virgo/Libra equinox), s/he would see Christ's “Earthly” Death. 

Homo sapiens, of course, is nowhere near 'resilient enough' to visit the Sun... 
yet, the human individual's “Sun sign” does work as a symbol for his/her divine-ish 
talent... a talent that, because it can skip back & forward along the zodiac diameter, 
won't be immediately burnt to cinders. For example, the individual who has a natal 
Sun in Sagittarius, although s/he never fully 'sees' his/her Geminian “s/Self”, will be 
unfazed by '3-9' paradoxes. If, however, s/he succumbs to that evil that we dub “the 
pretence of centroversion”, we leave Apollo behind us and go straight to Icarus...



SUN IN SAGITTARIUS (☼ in ): a '9-5 INTERACTION'
(Apollo-Icarus-)  Jane Austen; Steven Spielberg; Anna Freud; Noel Coward; 

Walt Disney; Edith Piaf; Freudastrology's editor; Woody Allen; Winston Churchill; 
Britney Spears (good Sagittarian name!); Florence Griffith-Joyner; Ted Bundy

There are 6 'double fire' interactions: '1–1' (e.g. Mars in Aries), '1-5' (e.g. Sun 
in Aries), '1–9' (e.g. Mars in Sagittarius), '9–9' (e.g. Jupiter in Sagittarius), '5–5' (e.g. 
Sun in Leo) and '9–5' (e.g. Sun in Sagittarius; Jupiter in Leo). They all struggle with 
the creation-destruction dichotomy. The 'double ups' that contain '1' are more likely 
to imagine that nothing can be “transformed' that is not first “defeated” but the Sun 
(and/or Jupiter) in Sagittarius will wonder if there is a “3rd” that can be found above 
and beyond the creation-destruction pairing. In other words, unlike Mars or Saturn 
(in Sagittarius), but in the same way that Sun in Capricorn has a '(diametric) talent' 
for Cancer, a Sun in Aquarius has a 'talent' for Leo and a Sun in Pisces has a 'talent' 
for Virgo, a Sun in Sagittarius has a 'talent' for '3-ness' (Gemini).

As benevolent as all this sounds, however, the fact remains that Gemini is not 
a very 'grounded' sign (even if it flanked by Taurus-Cancer 'ground' on either side), 
so we quickly see that the Icarus problem for Sun in Sagittarius remains significant. 
Often, this “significance” takes the form, as noted in our intro, of (either “conscious” 
or) “unconscious identification” with the Holy Ghost//Spirit...

This leads us to a subtler fact: “identification” with only “1/3rd of God” is not 
quite as bad as “identification” with “3/3rds of God”. (It is worth noting that athiests, 
because the 'know' that there is no God, must 'be' 3/3rds of God to 'know'). Indeed, it 
is possible to argue that the Sagittarian “identification” leaves 'room' for something 
human to get in... yet, as noted in our introduction, the remaining 2/3rds can easily be 
filled up with “Tower of Babel” ruminations. It is always easy to discover the Archer 
Sun becoming rather too concerned with how many angels can dance on the head of 
a pin... “it could be carried by an African swallow... then again, African swallows are 
non-migratory; wait a minute! supposing two European swallows carried a cocoanut 
together?... no, no, no, they would have to have it on a line...”

Eventually, of course, the Sun in Sagittarius individual (especially if s/he lives 
between the Arctic Circle and the Tropic of Cancer) will notice that his/her natal Sun 
is a Sun “on the way out” of tangible sight... so, although the Archer-Sun- individual 
might be fascinated by the zodiac cycle, this doesn't necessarily mean that s/he wants 
to immerse him/herself in this (or any other) cycle that 'points' to incarnation. If you 
want a good image for this '9-5' in the tarot, I would suggest that you skip “the Sun” 
and go along to the “9 of Wands” to get a sense of the unconscious suicidal tendency 
that is part and parcel of having this natal placement.

Now, at this point, many Sun in Sagittarius readers will be wondering if these 
tendencies can be softened by the house placement... or, for that (har, har) matter, be 
softened by natal aspects. (For example, Steven Spielberg & Woody Allen have Suns 
in their 2nd quadrants). While the answer is pretty clear – “yes” – '9-5-ers' do well to 
look carefully at the fact that a natal Sun in Sagittarius “progresses” into the sign of 
the Goat before the 30th birthday (we advise taking good care of the body during the 
years either side of the progression to 0º of ). If, after this “progression” has found 
its feet (or, at least, its knees), the individual can countenance some kind of personal 



“karma” (of course, there is no need to define this term in the narrow Eastern way), 
s/he will undercut (we repeat) unconscious tendencies to separate his/her body from 
his/her spirit before Solar “transformation” begins to heat up i.e. Capricorn's winter 
not only looks longingly ahead to Taurus' spring but the Sun in Capricorn (even if it 
is part of a Sagittarian “progression”) also has its 'talented' access to the 'grounded' 
(if 'fettered'), mid-summer sign of the individual soul, Cancer...

These points bring us to the overall issue of 'version'... longstanding readers 
will know that we hesitated before aligning the term 'intro-version' with Sagittarius. 
In 'Interlude 1A', we toyed with neologisms such as 'supra-version' & 'duo-version'. 
In the end, dear reader, you will choose but, in this Sun in Sagittarius '9-5' situation, 
we would use 'centro-intro-version' i.e. the Sun adds centroversion to the Archer. In 
light of the fact that '5''s centroversion gives '9' easy access to '3', it is clear that '3''s 
'extraversion' is part of the picture in any case (e.g. the '3 concrete mind' invests its 
time gathering '2 extraverted-sensory' information). In summary, then, the 'version 
problem' doesn't haunt a Sun in Sagittarius in the way it does for the outer planets, 
especially Saturn, Uranus and/or Neptune in Sagittarius. We'll come back to this.

When the Sun in Sagittarius individual finally realizes that being “identified” 
with the Holy Ghost/Spirit is not a 'good' thing for a member of Homo sapiens, s/he 
will begin to look for methods of “dis-identification”. Although it might seem rather 
like one of Monty Python's “pointless swaps”, the identifier can look to switch from 
Judeo-Christianity across to ancient Greece... wherein s/he could take up with Zeus 
and/or one of the centaurs. In other words, the 1/3rd “God identification” is reduced 
to 1/12th (or less) when the context is expansive polytheism... and, in any case, rather 
than God, our vocabulary begins to shift to “archetype” i.e. if an analyst suggests to 
an Archer Sun analysand that s/he is “identified” with an archetype, s/he is far more 
likely to work out where God stops and (intermediate) archetypes begin.

The Sun in Sagittarius individual who is unable to countenance the world of 
archetypes would have to be counted as a radically under-developed one (in his/her 
chart, we might see a natal Sun 'submerged' by difficult aspects/house placements). 
Being a Sun in Sagittarius myself (confession time again), I would be very surprised 
to see many '9-5-ers' happily enrolled in philosophy courses that shy away from the 
nominalist-realist problem... longstanding readers will already know of FA's distaste 
for “logical positivism”. Then again, FA's longstanding readers will also know about 
the need for Sagittarius to take some sort of interest in the (har, har) 'body' of “basic 
positivism” (i.e. “science”) because this helps to 'round out' his/her ego development. 
This is why, in “4 Corners of the Cosmos: Vol.1”, we placed the philosophy of science 
before the philosphy of religion. Or, to put it in Greek terms, science is Hera-enough 
to snare Zeus into (proto-sacred) marriage. For all of Woody Allen's incoherencies, it 
has to admitted that his focus on quarks and black holes has helped him to establish 
the 'ground' of his mortal coil.  

The Sun in Sagittarius individual with troubled aspects will usually appear to 
others as more wild centaur and less Zeus. Or, the centaur-ish expression of a Sun in 
Sagittarius is much more Icarus much less Apollo. For example, the serial killer, Ted 
Bundy, a “Spanish inquisitor” for the 20thC, was “projecting” his radical disdain for 
the flesh onto his victims. Even when his Sun was “progressing” into...



SUN IN CAPRICORN (☼ in): a '5-10 INTERACTION'
(Apollo-Icarus)  Sir Isaac Newton; Diane Keaton; Henry Matisse;  Marlene 

Dietrich; Muhammad Ali;  Kate Middleton; Stephen Hawking; Tiger Woods; Janis 
Joplin; Mel Gibson; J. Edgar Hoover; Herman Goering 

Having a 'talent' for seeing Cancer's point of view, the individual with natal 
Sun in Capricorn has a much better chance to become 'grounded' than natal Sun in 
Sagittarius (or Aquarius, see next section). The Sun-Goat's contact to the Crab also 
provides a better sense of what 'underpins' the right hemisphere's overall challenge 
of “transformation”. Despite this 'upside', the astrological interpreter can't rush to 
conclusions... see the concluding set of (Icarus-ish) names in the above listing.

Then again, (Apollonian) optimism for '10-5' is easy enough to access... all we 
need do is compare it to other '10 interactions' e.g. '10-12' (say, the Saturn-Neptune 
conjunction of 1989) is well known for its disinterest in differentiating “conscience” 
& “l/Love”, whereas the Master of this kind of differentiation is the most significant 
(natal) Sun in Capricorn figure of all time...    

If, at the outset of Earth's most recent “Platonic year”, Christ had not saved 
the world, (astrological) historians would have footnoted h/Him as “merely-another-
failed-sidereal-Sagittarian-prophet” i.e. once again mankind had no cause to 'switch' 
from the sidereal to the tropical zodiac... and, so, the 25th of December would, by the 
time that “New Testaments” were being gathered together & recopied, have focused 
on the Sun's roll back into the sidereal 'stop-the-world-I-want-to-get-off' Sagittarius. 
Yet, despite complaints of 18th-19th-20th century “positivists”, the science laboratories 
of the 21stC continue to close down on (tropical) Christmas Day.

At this point, some readers might be concluding that Goat Sun is 'better' than 
the Archer Sun but, all up, it's a pretty close contest. Yep, the Sun in Sagittarius does 
struggle with that 'double fire' destructo-maniac thing but the Sun in Capricorn has 
to face up to that 'opposing element' collision-depression thing i.e. the Sun is fiery & 
Capricorn is earthy. Further, Capricorn's 'introverted' (“over-compensating”) earth 
can amplify this sense of elemental collision i.e. the Goat isn't 'happy' until it reaches 
the material abundance of spring-time Taurus and, to do this, it must negotiate signs 
that are link-able to c/Crucifixion: Aquarius (e.g. Prometheus on a rock), Pisces (e.g. 
Psyche on the reef) and Aries (e.g. Christ). Of course 99% of individuals with Sun in 
Capricorn won't experience the “progression” into Taurus, so the question becomes: 
is it enough to experience a month or so of Taurus each year? Answer: given the fact 
that the Goat Sun has good contact to (the not dissimilar) Cancer, maybe.

Rather than the 'fire-earth-collision' problem, the bigger issue for Goat-Suns 
might be the 'opposite-hemisphere-tension' problem i.e. the Sun 'rules' Leo, a lower 
hemispheric-summer sign, but Capricorn sits in the midst of the upper hemispheric-
winter (… for Freudians: the Sun is ego-ic & Capricorn is superego-ic). Although the 
Goat Sun has good diametric access to the Crab (Earth), the latter may be altogether 
too 'pre-ego' to prevent some conflation of “conscience” & “l/Love”... you don't need 
to look any further than “mad Mel”'s utterances – he “loves” the Jews but he thinks 
that the Jews “cause all the wars” – to 'get' what we are talking about here. In other 
words, not only does the Sun have to 'f/Fall' all the way 'beyond' Pisces ('to' Taurus) 
to 'get' the subtleties of “conscience–l/Love”... but it also needs to 'rise' through Leo-



Virgo-Libra-Scorpio sequence to understand the task of withdrawing “projections” 
that have spilled from (not only the midheaven but also) the ascendant. Christ d/Did 
this better than Mel because Christ 'is' Christ and Mel is a regressive human who is 
“unconsciously identified” with his high-minded “reaction-(ary) formations”.

At this point, some psychologists might suggest that Mel isn't “unconsciously 
identified” because, somewhere in the back of his mind, he fancies himself as Christ 
h/Himself. If this is true, then, yes, we would have to alter our phrase to “borderline 
identification”. The reason that we don't alter to “conscious identification” traces to 
the the fact that Mel doesn't completely ape Christ i.e. he fights against (figurative) 
crucifixion (“... line on the right, forget about that one-cross-each thing”). Mad Mel 
is much more fighting/warring Jew than he will ever realize. Now and zen, I wonder 
if Rob Reiner would have done better to cast Mel (rather than Tom Cruise) in his “A 
Few Good Men” (“you can't handle the acausal, non-adversarial truth!!”).

The Sun in Capricorn individual has to wait at least until his/her 2nd “Saturn 
return” (60yrs;; Saturn is the 'Sun ruler') before s/he has a chance to experience the 
“progression” of his/her natal Sun from Pisces into Aries. Because this “progression” 
lights up the diameter (i.e. Libra) this individual can, toward the end of life, discover 
a good balance between doing the right thing when you don't want to (“conscience”) 
and doing the right thing while wanting to (“l/Love”)... but only if s/he has 'worked' 
on the differentiation of these two items every time the Sun rolls through spring and 
summer. This process isn't, of course, restricted to Christians. There is every chance 
that Muhammad Ali has differentiated these items over his recent Sun cycles.

OK, so what about 'amoral' characters such as Stephen Hawking? Of course, 
Stephen might object to our use of the word “amoral” but we could only withdraw it 
after he “positivistically” discovers the “moral gene” (let alone solve the “mind-body 
problem”). Leaving phobosophy behind us and moving to psychology, we soon come 
up against the probability of Stephen's “un-conscious identification” with Christ i.e. 
although Stephen doesn't, some Christians (C.G. Jung) use their “consciousness” to 
look at what might be slumbering in the “unconscious”. If this inspection is done in 
the same way that scientists inspect eclipses (eye protection), the depth psychologist 
is able to see what is involved in developing a “relationship to” d/Divinity (instead of 
being “blinded by” d/Divinity). Stephen's rejection of philosophy & psychology tells 
us that his “individuation” is (… err) “going forward” unconsciously. 

It may seem strange to you, dear reader, but the Freudastrological advice for 
the 'treatment' for (any kind of) Capricornian “identification” with d/Divinity is the 
same as that which was recommended for Sagittarian “identification”... spend some 
time with the polytheistic Greeks. One of the most interesting things about Chronos 
is that he has both a positive and negative interpretation i.e. the god of the “Golden 
era” (+ve) is yet the god of “child eating” (–ve) i.e. the '5-10 paradox'.

The negative Chronos is plain enough: reject developmentology (e.g. refuse to 
go past the tyranny-democracy short-circuit). The positive Chronos – missed by both 
Icarus-ish Mel & Stephen – translates into Freud-ese like so: the superego has a 'use 
by date' that needs to be reached in a stepwise fashion. This means that when the (11 
other) gods are vomited up, the Sun Goat ('resonating Cancer') shows respect for all 
of them... Zeus is the 'last' to be respected (i.e. no “regression”). For example...



SUN IN AQUARIUS (☼ in ): a '5-11 INTERACTION' 
(Apollo-Icarus)  Charles Darwin; Joan Baez; Alan Parker: Maria von Trapp; 

Abraham Lincoln; Carol King;  Peter Gabriel; Oprah Winfrey; Sam Cooke; James 
Dean; Germaine Greer; Ronald Reagan

This section (and the next) are, arguably, more important than the other ten 
sections i.e. because 0º of tropical  is on the sidereal Aquarius-Pisces cusp, no-one 
is exempt from trying to understand the meaning of Sun in Aquarius and Pisces. To 
put it in Freudastrological terms: insofar as Christ hasn't saved the world, the 'post-
Christian' 'hero/ine' will need to 'cover' the Aquarius-Pisces sector him/herself. For 
example, because Charles Darwin didn't see himself as “saved” (in secret, perhaps, 
he may have seen himself as “damned”; see Graham Greene's “End of the Affair”), 
he needed, first off, to deliver himself from his sidereal Sun placement (Capricorn) 
to his tropical placement (Aquarius) before he could 'confident' as he looked across 
the zodiac diameter to the 'crowned hero' of Leo... and, in doing so, realize that any 
kind of subsequent regression to Capricorn would be altogether “too Greek”.

Another good example is another individual who was born at the same-time-
(different place) as Darwin, Abraham Lincoln i.e. Lincoln had decided that 2,000yrs 
was time enough for God to solve the “Spartacus problem” and, therefore, whatever 
mankind might have been saved from 2,000yrs prior, it wasn't slavery. Therefore, it 
follows that slavery is a 'purely-human' problem to be solved by humans (yes, we do 
acknowledge here that (i) Lincoln had other reasons, besides slavery, for fighting the 
Confederates and (ii) in terms of sheer numbers, slavery is as big a problem today as 
it was in the 1800's). Overall, then, we can see Lincoln as a kind of 'half-'n'-half' Sun 
in Water-bearing Aquarius, the “regressive” half being that which seems to have got 
himself shot in the manner of a “tragic” who was “altogether too Greek”...   

If, dear reader, you engage astrology not caring about the 'anti-clockwise-vs.-
clockwise' dyad, the first Greek god (see prior page) that you might consider linking 
up to Sun in Aquarius is Ouranos. Although we FA-ers are happy to align Uranus in 
Aquarius with Ouranos, we prefer to 'keep looking' for a Greek god that specifically 
aligns with Sun in Aquarius... and, unsurprisingly, we come up with a god(dess) who 
has much better links (than her 'father') to signs that are 'reached' by the Sun in the 
following few months i.e. Venus-Aphrodite (remember that “luminaries” such as the 
Sun and Moon don't have retrograde phases). During the life of the Sun in Aquarius 
individual s/he is likely to experience the Sun's “progression” into two signs that are 
'ruled by' Venus, Pisces (i.e. 'esoterically') and Taurus... in the same way that Venus-
Aphrodite, after she springs from the 'air-water-foam' is carried by the Zephyr over 
to the 'earth' of Cyprus. The key difference to be noted between Venus and Saturn is 
the former's anti-clockwise 'advantage' over the latter... the former is carried across-
down over ('12')-water whereas Saturn regressively 'holes up' in his '10 bone-womb' 
that is almost as sterile as his '11 father''s dissociated sky. 

To put it in another way: in the same way that “identification” with Chronos 
'beats' “identification” with Christ (see prior essay), so “identification” with Venus-
Aphrodite 'beats' “identification” with Ouranos... after all, Venus-Aphrodite is very 
Chronos-Saturn-like in the way that she has both a positive and negative form. The 
mid-life challenge for the “progressed” Sun in Aquarius is to be 'diametric-enough' 



to 'see' the 'positive' form of Venus-Aphrodite (i.e. Libra-accessed-from-Leo-Virgo). 
This is achieved by a patient, (anti-clockwise) stepwise process that could be called, 
“humanizing Venus-Aphrodite”...

In the same way that, in (Judeo)-Christianity, God has a s/Son, so, in ancient 
Greek mythology, the Aphrodite-mother has a 'daughter'... Psyche. To allow Psyche 
to marry her love, Aphrodite puts Psyche through a number of tests that, from FA's 
perspective, invoke the lower hemispheric (i.e. 'human') ego development. (We have 
discussed this in 'Vo.1: Pt.6: Religion'). The overall challenge for natal Water-bearer 
Sun individual is to realize that being blown over '12 Pisces', even if it gives him/her 
plenty of ideas about feelings, won't bring him/her any (human) “integration” of the 
feeling function. Many novice astrologers with a natal Sun in Aquarius have the view 
that Aquarius is a water-feeling sign... insofar as an “un-integrated” feeling function 
often leads to being overwhelmed by (primitive) feeling, it is easy to understand why. 
In the same way that the Sun in a fire sign is well capable of 'tripping over' the earth 
sign that 'waits' directly ahead, so can the Sun in an air sign 'drown itself' under the 
water sign that 'waits' directly ahead. This is probably what leads a Sun in Aquarius 
individual to become 'stuck in' the natal Sun placement... and, eventually, to become 
“possessed” by “regressive” political things that are altogether “too collective” to be 
authentically heroic (let alone being “altogether too Greek”!)...

Although we are Freudastrologers, we still heartily recommend the lucid and 
insightful (and 'inside-ful') Jungian writer, Marie-Louise von Franz. Marie-Louise's 
books on fairy tales are particuarly helpful in the differentiation of “cold” and “hot” 
evil. The “cold” version is nicely captured in that “e/Enlightenment” figure, Lucifer, 
because he has been most adept at leading the “vain” to that miserabilis, “life inside 
empty ideas” e.g. ideas that do naught to do with the individual's “transformation” 
but, in any case, lead him/her to vote for a 'majority-evil-rules' system. The “Christ-
figure” of Aquarius is undoubtedly, Charles Darwin, because it was he who 'proved' 
that, in the longer run, ideas of improvement (i.e. “progress”) have no impact on the 
evolution of life that evolves within limits set by the hunting-running-mating genetic 
code (i.e. any/all human 'evolution' that rejects (4 function-ed) 'centro-version'). 

Longstanding readers will know that Darwin 'saved' the “anti-Christ-figure” 
of biology, Jean Baptiste Lamarck because, in the manner of Lucifer (i.e. he 'fell' to 
earth prior to Christ), Jean lived prior to Charles. Equally, Darwinians who engage 
in Lamarckian propaganda (e.g. politicians), despite having the luxury of one and a 
half centuries of 'salvation, reside somewhere between 'unsaved' & 'damned'. Hitler 
pleads insanity but what about Reagan? Time will tell whether the “sane” politicians 
of the world become known as the anti-Christs of the upcoming age.  

One of the big problems of this “New Age” is that the term “anti-Christ” has 
no application e.g. it is altogether “too synoptic” for Darwinists who, hypocritically, 
'believe' in propaganda; they are Lamarckians. I have long scratched my head for a 
term that describes the non-religious individual who, therefore, can't fairly be called 
an “anti-Christ”... the creators of “South Park” 'saved' my scratch... have you, dear 
reader, seen Mike Judge's “Idiocracy” (2005) (… no great surprises; it tanked at the 
box office). Supply a DVD to your local member so that s/he can think about his/her 
“shadow”... well, at least, using the word “Idiocrat” beats using the word “evil”.



SUN IN PISCES (☼ in ): a '5-12 INTERACTION'
(Apollo-Icarus)  Albert Einstein; Glenn Close; Ornette Coleman; Elizabeth 

Taylor; Bernado Bertolucci; Richard Tarnas; Freudastrology; Liza Minnelli; Patty 
Hearst; Kurt Cobain; L. Ron Hubbard; Rupert Murdoch

“What does a fish know of the water in which it swims all its life?”, so asked 
the world's most celebrated (Sun) Piscean. It was a rhetorical question... Albert had 
already ran across Pisces-Virgo's 'diameter' far enough (i.e. dried off enough) to see 
how large-scale cosmological time was/is, at least from Aquarius' point of view, just 
another dimension of space. If, dear reader, you have read through our mini-essays 
on the Sun signs in order, you will also know that, in order to 'reach' Virgo without 
an overload of Icarus-baggage, the Apollonian-Piscean Sun sees the value of 'filling 
out' its journey through the Aries-Taurus-Gemini-Cancer-Leo ego sequence.

In an ideal world, Pisces is 'meant' to prepare (if not the individual, then) the 
collective for a new 'birth'. Greek mythology, however, tells us that Pisces is capable 
of operating as a “regressive” parent for Aquarius-Capricorn-Sagittarius i.e. Chaos 
is the mother of Ouranos, the grand-mother of Chronos and the great-grandmother 
of Zeus. If, alternatively, the Greek mythologist turns to 'developmental' Pisces (i.e. 
the 'anti-clockwise-preparer' for the lower hemispheric hero's-journey), s/he could, 
once again, look to Ouranos' (quasi)-daughter, Aphrodite, even if she does share her 
stage with her nasty (quasi)-sisters, the Furies. Agreed, there is nothing overtly ego-
developmental about the Furies, but they do play their role in awakening (goddess) 
Athene to her redemptive action in the story of the matricidal 'hero', Orestes...

Although, in these 'Vol.4 Interludes', Pisces is the second 'feminine' sign to be 
discussed, Greek mythology gives us the sense that it is the first 'feminine' sign to be 
discussed i.e. Capricorn's Greek god is 'masculine' Chronos (who's connection to the 
'feminine' hides in his “mama's boy” complex). In other words, whereas Capricorn-
Chronos succumbs to the mistaken idea that, via patricide, he can become a 'father', 
Sun in Pisces-Orestes won't be lumbered with this kind of gender-delusion...

And, so, we have returned to the opening statements of our 'Sun in Aquarius' 
mini-essay... whether or not the individual has a natal Sun in Pisces, all inhabiters of 
(admittedly, the end of) the “age of Pisces” do well to (re)-consider the Solar-journey 
from the Fishes around to the Maiden in a stepwise way. Without this, Homo sapiens 
will de-volve back into Adam-Eve-Cain-Abel... (see FA's “Interlude 4B: Cycling the 
Sun: Pt.II”). Further, we declare that “identifying” with Orestes beats “identifying” 
with Christ because Orestes is 3/3rds human... 

The key with matricide, of course, is not be too “concretic” (i.e. not to be too 
“Norman Bates-ish”)... for example, 'room' needs to exist in the individual's psyche 
for a matriarchal-maternal “resurrection”. This is achieved by a full understanding 
of the Clytemnestral part of one's own psyche... Clytemnestra, Orestes' mother, was 
a 'Cain' who dismembers her brother-spouse, Agamemnon. Irrespective of concrete 
XX/XY, all wo/men struggle with their 'inner' Clytemnestral “woman-woman”...

Who, then, takes up the role of “God-woman” in the Orestes myth? Answer: 
one of the most beautiful women in history, Helen (of Troy). Although they are born 
of the same mother, Clytemnestra and Helen are born of different fathers... because 
the big god, Zeus, is Helen's father, Helen must be the “God-woman”. At the risk of 



upsetting any “feminists” who read this website (we doubt very much that there are 
any), we take the view that Clytemnestra's vengeance on her soon-to-be-ex-husband 
is a “displacement” of her “desire” to do away with her 'Abel' i.e. Helen. Of course, 
if the psyche can stay in its inner “non-concretic” world, it has no need to “displace” 
(or “kill”) anything. All the individual has to do is observe a myth as it percolates in 
the direction of something less 'final' than fratricide/sororicide...

To take the example of Elizabeth Taylor, it is no great stretch of the intuition 
to see the Clytemnestra-Helen dyad in the two 'phases' of her public life. Going back 
to her “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” era, we can ask: has the screen ever been graced by a 
more beautiful goddess? Probably not (the 20thC-to-early-21stC upstarts all seem like 
substance-shiek, ghost-Helens to me). Still, by the time of “Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Wolf”, Elizabeth was already deep into her Clytemnestra 'phase', both on the screen 
and off it! Thus, we see Richard Burton, despite the fact that he wasn't a (natal) Sun 
in Pisces, being just as responsible as Elizabeth for the withdrawal of his “(counter)-
projections” i.e. he needed to deal with his (inner) 'feminine Castor-Pollux' dyad. If 
he had allowed his 'inner Liz' to “resurrect” into seniority, his great romance might 
have avoided its submergence in a Piscean bottle (see Liz Greene's essay, “Pockface 
& Fatso”, in her “Neptune: the Quest for Redemption”).

Pisces is a 'feminine' sign (the 'clockwise Fish' swimming for matriarchy; the 
'anti-clockwise Fish' swimming for maternity) but the Sun is 'masculine'... hence, we 
align Sun in Pisces to the son of Clytemnestra, especially when the Sun “progresses” 
into 'masculine' Aries. In other words, rather than getting the assistance of semi-god 
Helen, Orestes is assisted by full-god Athene i.e. there is a 'talent' for accessing Libra 
in such a way that the “family curse” can be resolved (if, as noted earlier, the transit 
cycles of the Sun have been utilized wisely). Because Elizabeth Taylor was a woman, 
most psychological astrologers would have expected her to “project” her 'masculine' 
archetypes onto men i.e. Richard Burton was the 'Orestes' of the piece. Meanwhile, 
Freudastrology, a gender-neutral(?) Sun-Pisces, is half Clytemnestra; half Orestes. 

Longstanding readers may have good recall of our notes on the 'version' issue 
as it pertains to Pisces i.e. insofar as Pisces itself is recalling Aquarius, we would call 
it an 'intro-verted' sign but, insofar as Pisces looks forward to Aries, we would call it 
an 'extra-verted' sign... so, in the spirit of compromise, we entertained the possibility 
of it being a 'con-verting' sign. (This mirrors a similar problem that we had with the 
other Jupiter-ruled sign, Sagittarius). Then again, when Solar 'centro-version' comes 
to Pisces, the Fishes 'version' problem tends to fall by the wayside...

Ultimately, the main problem that confronts the Sun in Pisces is the 'element' 
problem... unless the individual has significant 'air' somewhere in his/her horoscope 
(e.g. the philosopher, Richard Tarnas), the capacity to “de-flate” his/her tendency to 
“conflate” ideas will be a long time coming. For example, if s/he misses out on useful 
input from Athene, s/he might have to wait until the end of his/her life, when the Sun 
progresses into Gemini (after the 2nd Saturn return). If so, Pisces soon begins to look 
a lot less like “Eden” and a lot more like the “(Chaos) wasteland” that occurs in the 
myth, “the king and his three princes” e.g. in Kurosawa's “Ran” the king rejects his 
3rd son who is able 'think' clearly about the 'big 3' of political philosophy (and depth 
psychology!): word (33.3%), deed (33.3%) & motivation (33.3.%). Onto Easter... 



          


